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GA. J. INT'L & CoMP. L.
Treat the earth well. It was not given to you by your parents, it
was loaned to you by your children.
-Indian Proverb'
I. INTRODUCTION
Humans are interconnected with each other and the environment. Like a
chain, when one link is lost the individual links can no longer function as a
collective. In this way, the world may be considered the collective, unable to
function if its biodiversity link is lost. Biological diversity, or biodiversity,
refers to "[v]ariability among living organisms from all sources ... and the
ecological complexes of which they are a part; this includes diversity within
species, between species, and of ecosystems." 2 As members of an international
community, all individuals should have an interest in the preservation of global
biodiversity.3 Stated simply, biodiversity is an absolute necessity to maintain
the earth as mankind knows it.4 For thousands of years people have modified
the environment, increasing extinction rates of animal and plant species.' By
recognizing the environment as a commodity, instead of as a communal
resource, humanity itself may become extinct.'
The homeostasis of any environment teeters in a delicate balance For
centuries, indigenous peoples and local communities (IPLCs)-who "identify
themselves as 'indigenous' by reference to the characteristics that distinguish
1 HUSTON SMITH, A SEAT AT THE TABLE 41 (2006).
2 KRISHNA PRASAD OLI ET AL., INT'L CTR. FOR INTEGRATED MOUNTAIN DEV., GLOSSARY
OF ACCESS AND BENEFIT SHARING TERMS 7 (2007), available at http://www.icimod.org/abs/fi
les/Glossary0/20of/20ABS%20Terms.pdf.
3 See ENVTL. L. INST., PLANNING FOR BIODIVERSITY: AUTHORITIES IN STATE LAND USE
LAWS 1 (2003) (summarizing the importance of biological diversity).
4 Mildred E. Mathias, Biodiversity: Where Have All the Species Gone?, in HUMAN
POPULATION AND THE ENvIRONMENTAL CRISIS 47 (Ben Zuckerman & David Jefferson
eds., 1996) ("Biodiversity is essential for the maintenance of ecosystem viability and function.").
5 ENVTL. L. INST., supra note 3, at 1.
6 See Mathias, supra note 4, at 57-58 (noting that "[m]any indigenous people and their
cultures are disappearing"). George Perkins Marsh is quoted as stating: " 'The ravages
committed by man subvert the relations and destroy the balance which nature had
established .... The earth is fast becoming an unfit home for its noblest inhabitant, and another
era of equal human crime and human improvidence [may cause] even the extinction of the
species.' "Id.
7 3 MILLENNIUM ECOSYSTEM ASSESSMENT, ECOSYSTEMS AND HUMAN WELL-BEING:
POLICY RESPONSES 2 (Kanchan Chopra et al. eds., 2005) ("[P]eople are integral parts of
ecosystems and.., a dynamic interaction exists between them and other parts of ecosystems,
with the changing human condition driving, both directly and indirectly, changes in
ecosystems....").
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them from the larger societies that have grown up around them"' 8-have
typically developed special skills to better preserve and support the land they
inhabit.9 These special skills embody traditional knowledge (TK),l° sometimes
more specifically referred to as indigenous knowledge (IK)." Throughout
time, IPLCs create and hone their TK in a way that provides unique insights
into the nature of the land that they inhabit. 2 The collective traditional
knowledge of 1PLCs is a valuable resource to both local and international
communities." On the local level, TK sustains the livelihood of lPLCs. 4 On
the international level, TK is "increasingly seen as having an invaluable role
to play in securing the health of the planet."' 5 The commercial sector of society
is also noticing TK's potential as a commodity. 6 Throughout the world,
traditional knowledge represents expert knowledge covering a wide spectrum
of specialized fields, including agriculture, water management, health, and
forestry.'7
8 S. James Anaya, InternationalHuman Rights andIndigenous Peoples: The Move Toward
the Multicultural State, 21 ARIZ. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 13, 13 (2004).
9 See, e.g., Ranil Senanayake, Voices of the Earth, in UN ENVTL. PROGRAMME [UNEP],
CULTURAL AND SPIRrrUAL VALUES OF BIODWVERSrrY 119, 125 (Darrell Addison Posey et al.
eds., 1999) (giving the account of an Australian indigenous woman: "The fact that our people
hunt and gather these particular species on the land means emphasis is placed on maintaining
their presence in the future").
0 Brendan Tobin & Emily Taylor, Across the Great Divide: A Case Study of
Complementarity and Conflict Between Customary Law and TK Protection Legislation in
Peru, 11 INITIATIVE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BiOPIRAcY RES. DOCUMENTS 1 (2009), available
at http://www.biopirateria.org/documentos/Serie%201niciativa%2011 .pdf ("[IPLCs] have
developed an expansive body of traditional knowledge which plays a vital role in securing their
cultural, spiritual, social, economic and environmental well-being.").
I WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG. [WIPOI, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY NEEDS AND
EXPECTATIONS OF TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE HOLDERS 23-24 (2001), available at http://www.
wipo.int/export/sites/www/tk/en/tk/ffmn/report/final/pdf/partl .pdf.
2 Id. at 5 ("[T]raditional knowledge may include unique knowledge of endemic species,
involve management practices to nurture wild crops and animals, and may lead to development
of crop varieties and domesticated livestock with special characteristics.").
3 Id. at 4 ("Traditional knowledge systems are, therefore, invaluable repositories of
information vital for the survival of indigenous and local communities and for the good of the
earth's population as a whole.").
" Id. ("[T]raditional knowledge is continually being adapted to meet current local
subsistence, environmental, social and cultural needs as well as for the development and
maintenance of local economies.").
"S Id. at 1.
16 Id.
17 See MILLENNIUM ECOSYSTEM ASSESSMENT, supra note 7, at 54-55 (discussing TK's
contributions to sustainable development in agriculture and water management, as well as the
biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries).
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The societal structures of native and western cultures have clashed for
centuries, especially with regard to IPLCs and TK. Native cultures favor
tradition and the collective use of land, while developed cultures tend to prefer
ideals of individual ownership and land development. These two
approaches-holistic versus capitalist-find themselves continually at odds
with one another. 8 The effects of this dichotomy of cultures are often points
of contention for scholars. 9
The intellectual debate surrounding TK generally focuses on corporations
that use TK as intellectual property (IP), thereby benefiting from the efforts of
IPLCs. While IPLCs have faced many injustices, their plight is not the focus
of this Note. Instead, this Note focuses on the background, failures, and
potential alternatives available for individuals willing to examine the legal
treatment of TK within the broader framework of IPLCs.
Part II of this Note begins by introducing TK as a valuable but vulnerable
resource required for the livelihood of IPLCs and for the preservation of
biodiversity worldwide. IPLCs depend on the environment as a key provider
of resources. These resources provide an incentive that motivates IPLCs to
nurture and develop TK as they have for thousands of years. Despite the
importance of traditional knowledge on both the local and global level, not all
communities recognize and protect TK. Capitalistic ventures often threaten the
sustainability of TK. Ifproperly implemented, self-determination of lPLCs can
provide a safeguard for their traditional knowledge.
Part III focuses on the lack of TK protections currently provided by lIP
rights. Part IV recommends protecting TK under the umbrella of real property
rights, and suggests using multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs),
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
World Heritage Sites, databases, and registries to enforce and protect this
reclassification.
Despite their differing perspectives regarding traditional knowledge, native
and western cultures need not remain at odds. Replacing the inadequate
classification of TK as an IP right with the framework of real property rights
18 See U.N. Envtl. Programme [UNEP], Ad Hoc Open-Ended Working Group on Access and
Benefit Sharing to the Convention on Biological Diversity, Study on Compliance in Relation to
the Customary Law ofIndigenous andLocal Communities, NationalLaw, Across Jurisdictions,
and International Law, 12, U.N. Doc. UNEP/CBD/WG-ABS/7/INF/5 (Mar. 6, 2009)
[hereinafter Study on Compliance], available at http://www.cbd.int/doc/meetings/abs/abswg-07/
information/abswg-07-inf-05-en.pdf (contrasting the private property rights associated with
many legal systems with the collective ownership and associated rights of indigenous property
systems).
"9 See id. 12-17 (explaining the differences between various legal systems and indigenous
property systems on subjects like property rights, resource allocation, and intangible property).
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provides a better solution-one that will sustain biodiversity and ultimately
result in making the right to land and its culture globally sustainable for future
generations.
H. BACKGROUND
A. Traditional Knowledge
1. TK as a Valuable Resource
The phrase traditional knowledge triggers debate over differing
interpretations of law, custom, and the preservation of a way of life. As a
starting point, TK
refers to the knowledge, innovations, and practices of indigenous
and local communities around the world; developed from
experience gained over the centuries and adapted to the local
culture and environment, traditional knowledge is transmitted
orally from generation to generation. It tends to be collectively
owned and takes the form of stories, songs, folklore, proverbs,
cultural values, beliefs, rituals, community laws, local language,
and agricultural practices, including the development of plant
species and animal breeds.2"
The World Bank emphasizes the functions of traditional knowledge when it
describes IK as "unique to a particular culture and society. It is the basis for
local decision-making in agriculture, health, natural resource management and
other activities. IK is embedded in community practices, institutions,
relationships, and rituals. It is essentially tacit knowledge that is not easily
codifiable.,, 2' Because of the innate link between TK and IPLCs, "TK is...
almost always possessed by indigenous peoples .... ,22 The TK of an IPLC
encompasses "their cultural, spiritual, social, economic and environmental
20 OLI ET AL., supra note 2, at 20.
2 Lauren E. Godshall, Note, Making Space for Indigenous Intellectual Property Rights
Under Current International Environmental Law, 15 GEO. INT'L ENVTL. L. REv. 497, 504-05
(2003).
22 Stephen R. Munzer & Phyllis Chen Simon, Territory, Plants, andLand-Use Rights Among
the San of Southern Africa: A Case Study in Regional Biodiversity, Traditional Knowledge, and
Intellectual Property, 17 WM. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 831, 848-49 (2009).
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well-being."23 As an integral part of an IPLC's way of life, livelihood, and
collective memory, traditional knowledge is culturally unique to a specific
IPLC.24
Land and its unique resources are critical to IPLCs' survival. "[M]ost of the
worlds' [sic] poorest people depend upon their traditional environmental,
agricultural, and medicinal knowledge for their continuing survival ... .25 All
cultures acquire a specialized knowledge of their land and the natural resources
located within their territory.26 This specialized knowledge is a version of TK
and "is nurtured, developed and passed down from generation to generation.,
27
These traditions are vital to the survival of traditional knowledge, as well as to
the continual development of TK resources, illustrating the symbiotic
relationship between an IPLC and its natural resources.28
It would be a mistake to assume that the legal framework within an IPLC
operates similarly to that of Western cultures.29 "Customary law restrictions
may exist for uses of traditional knowledge and associated resources which
other legal traditions consider to be exempt or in the public domain."30 For
instance, within indigenous communities, TK "is often entrusted to custodians
whose customary obligations may be perpetual, not diminish[ed] over time.""
In order to properly preserve traditional knowledge, these relationships must
be respected. Not only must regulations protect against TK leaking to the
outside world without permission or compensation, but the protection afforded
by these regulations must also extend to the IPLCs themselves to preserve their
way of life.32 Without legal representation, an IPLC risks losing the rights to
its TK, compromising the IPLC's history and culture.33
23 Tobin & Taylor, supra note 10, at 1.
24 See id. (noting that each culture gains a "systematic knowledge" of the unique
environment that surrounds it, including the animals, flora and other resources).
25 Rosemary J. Coombe, Protecting Traditional Environmental Knowledge and New Social
Movements in the Americas: Intellectual Property, Human Right, or Claims to an Alternative
Form of Sustainable Development?, 17 FLA. J. INT'L L. 115, 115 (2005).
26 See Tobin & Taylor, supra note 10, at 18 (discussing communities' rights to their land and
natural resources on that land because of their use, management, and conversation of that land).
27 Id. at 5.
28 Id. ("The process of knowledge transmission from generation to generation is central...
to meet present needs while sustaining the capacity of the environment to meet future needs.").
29 SeeStudyon Compliance, supra note 18, M 12-17 (noting significant differences between
the customary law of indigenous peoples and common and statutory law).
30 Id. 15.
31 Id.
32 See id. M 14-15 (noting the differences between western cultures and indigenous peoples
regarding presumptions of "leaked" knowledge and customary law).
13 See ROGER CHENNELLS, SAN HOODIA CASE: A REPORT FOR GENBENEFiT 19 (2007),
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2. TK as a Vulnerable Resource
It is in the best interest of the international community to protect IPLCs and
their TK. By interfering with traditional knowledge, outside influences may
cause the extinction of an IPLC, its TK, and biodiversity in general.34 IPLCs
"rely profoundly on healthy ecosystems for their survival, so protecting and
conserving biodiversity is integral to their cultures., 35 Modem pressures may
replace the culture of an IPLC with a more "westernized" way of life and
completely annihilate an IPLC's traditions, including their TK.36 "Some
[indigenous communities] are threatened with virtual extinction by insensitive
development over which they have no control., 37  These changes in the
environment and removal of resources threaten to adversely affect biodiversity
on an international scale.
The continuity of TK within IPLCs remained undisturbed until outside
parties recognized the value of traditional knowledge within the international
community.38 Ultimately, "science and technology created a situation where
culture arguably is a commodity. 39  Capitalistic values promoted the
commoditization of TK, offering the potential for vast economic profits to
those from the Western world who could access, claim, and market these
resources.40 "Indigenous communities are increasingly vulnerable to eviction,
available at http://www.uclan.ac.uk/health/schools/schoolof nursing/researchprojects/files/
healthgenbenfit san-case.pdf ("[IPLCs] had little, if any, voice in decision making against
other groups, [and] could not speak on their own behalf in customary court proceedings .... ").
" Yousaflshaq Khan, Traditional Knowledge, Genetic Resources & Developing Countries
in Asia: The Concerns, 8 WAKE FOREST INTELL. PROP. L.J. 81, 87 (2007) ("The movement of
traditional communities from their natural habitat and their increasing amalgamation with
modem society... can lead to[TK'sj total extinction and thus affect biodiversity.").
35 INT'L INST. FOR ENV'T & DEV [IIED]., PROTECTING TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE FROM THE
GRASSROOTSUP (briefing, June2009) [hereinafter IED BRIEFING], availableat http://www.iied.
orgpubs/pdfs/1 7067IIED.pdf.
36 See Khan, supra note 34, at 87.
" U.N. World Comm'n on Env't & Dev., Report: Our Common Future, Annex, 46, U.N.
Doc. A/42/427 (Aug. 4, 1987), available at http://www.un-documents.net/wced-ocf.htm.
18 See Peter Croal & Wes Darou, Canadian First Nations' Experiences with International
Development, in PARTICIPATING IN DEVELOPMENT: APPROACHES TO INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE
82, 96 (Paul Sillitoe et al. eds., 2002) ("The key problem for indigenous peoples has been their
lack of control of how the knowledge is accessed and used outside their communities. It is ironic
that the poorest and often the dispossessed peoples on the planet are suddenly being recognized
as holders of knowledge that is critically important to global well being, sustainable
development and environmental conservation.").
39 MICHAEL F. BROWN, WHO OWNS NATIVE CULTURE? 4 (2003).
40 See FAIR FUTURE: RESOURCE CONFLICTS, SECURITY AND GLOBAL JUSTICE: A REPORT OF
THE WUPPERTAL INSTITUTE FOR CLIMATE, ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY 109 (Wolfgang Sachs
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environmental degradation and outside interests eager to monopolise control
over their traditional resources."' As illustrated by the San People and their
Hoodia, discussed in more detail later in this Note, typically IPLCs do not
consent to this process, are not adequately compensated, and the resource itself
is not properly sustained.42 Most dramatically, this commoditization means
"native people are no longer masters of their traditions, [or of] their own
identities." '43
The complexities of IP law and the potential for monetary gain has invited
outsiders to take advantage of the system, ignoring the rights of IPLCs to their
TK in the process.' Termed "indigenous knowledge piracy," this practice also
violates the ethics of many IPLCs by commodifying what would otherwise be
their localized resource.45
In recent years, IPLCs have not stood idly by and succumbed to the whims
of international, profit-seekers. In 2002, for example, aboriginal militants in
Australia asserted cultural property rights over the national symbols of the
kangaroo and emu; Anean farmers in Peru denounced U.S. pharmaceutical
companies for marketing extracts of their traditional plant crops; the Indian
government maintained an electronic database of traditional healing methods
and plant medicines; and the Rockefeller Foundation provided funding to
promote "marginal constituencies." ' These efforts are part of a mere thirty-
year old social movement built "around the idea that heritage, both tangible and
intangible, is a form of group property that must be returned to its place of
origin.. .. "'
When outsiders on a quest for TK invade the land that IPLCs inhabit, the
ethical issues surrounding protection of TK from biopiracy represent only a
piece of the larger picture. More dangerous than the psychological impact of
threatening IPLCs' way of life is the actual harm and potential destruction to
& Tilman Santarius eds., Patrick Camiller trans., 2007) ("If the corporations ... manage to
patent the properties of the agents or products, they are able to determine the market price and
to chalk up higher profits.").
"' IED BRIEFING, supra note 35.
42 See, e.g., Khan, supra note 34, at 86 ("A considerable number of countries, rich in genetic
resources and TK, believe that the traditional communities have been deprived of the benefits
accrued from the use of their knowledge, innovations, and practices, which have been
monopolized by others without their approval and without rewarding them for their
knowledge.").
43 BROWN, supra note 39, at 5.
44 See Khan, supra note 34, at 87 (discussing a "new form of colonization" whereby
outsiders profit off the very system designed to protect TK).
4s id.
46 BROWN, supra note 39, at 2-3.
47 Id. at 3.
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the land IPLCs inhabit. If their land is completely destroyed, the potential
repercussions may be felt worldwide through diminishing biodiversity.
Although the international community has progressed, the implementation
of an international regulatory framework has yet to become a reality. While
TK continues to be a spotlight of international scrutiny, as a resource, TK
remains overwhelmingly vulnerable.4 s The Rio Declaration on Environment
and Development recognizes TK as an integral aspect of sustainable
development worldwide.49 The emergence of this international recognition
symbolizes global acceptance of a multi-faceted approach towards protection
of TK, rather than strictly catering to the business interests of non-native
populations.50
3. Abuses of TK by the Global Community
i. The Case of the San People
"Cultural property has been referred to as property's 'fourth estate'-the
other three arenas being real property, intellectual property, and personal
property."51 As a "fourth estate," TK's potential as a cash cow motivates
outsiders to invade IPLC communities to exploit their resources for monetary
gain. 2 One of the most widely publicized examples of this financial incentive
involves the San People and their TK, the Hoodia plant.5 3 The San People have
utilized Hoodia as an appetite suppressant for long hunting expeditions since
"time immemorial," 4 but anthropologists first recorded this phenomenon
in 1937." Despite the existence of records, the San People remained unaware
until 2001 that the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) had
filed a patent for Hoodia's commercial application as an appetite suppressant,
4s Brendan Tobin, Setting Protection ofTKto Rights: Placing Human Rights and Customary
Law at the Heart of TK Governance, in GENETIC RESOURCES, TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND
THE LAW 101, 115 (Evanson C. Kamau & Gerd Winter eds., 2009) ("Realization of these rights
will require concerted and coordinated action across many sectors to address the wide range of
external and internal forces that threaten TK.").
4 Anaya, supra note 8, at 34.
o Peter K. Yu, Cultural Relics, Intellectual Property, andIntangible Heritage, 81 TEMP. L.
REv. 433, 434-35 (2008).
"' Kristen A. Carpenter et al., In Defense of Property, 118 YALE L.J. 1022, 1032 (2009).
52 FHCRET BERKES, SACRED ECOLOGY (2d ed. Routledge 2008) (1999).
" CHENNELLS, supra note 33, at 2.
54 Id.
" Kabir Bavikatte et al., Shifting Sands of ABS Best Practice: Hoodia from the Community
Perspective, UNU-IAS TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE INITIATIVE, Mar. 31, 2009, http://www.un
utki.orgldefault.php?doc-id= 137.
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and had also licensed the pharmaceutical company Phytopharm in 1997 to start
developing Hoodia as a drug. 6 When questioned about the San People, the
director of Phytopharm told a reporter that he thought they were extinct.
5 7
They, of course, were not, and today approximately 100,000 San People
remain."
Biowatch, a South African non-governmental organization (NGO), harshly
criticized Phytopharm and CSIR for seeking commercial profits from the
application of this TK. s9 Biowatch emphasized the need to negotiate with and
compensate the San People in ways that were "not exclusively
financial . . . [and] not contingent on successful drug development." '6
Historically and today, most San People are "desperately poor, have a very low
social status, and own few marketable resources."' This background of
poverty further highlights the injustice created when IPLCs, such as the San,
are denied any role in the process of transforming their TK into a "marketable
commodity.
62
Without seeking permission in any form or attempting to negotiate an
agreement, outsiders often effectively claim TK as their own personal work
product. Like plagiarizing an author, claiming the rights to a form of
traditional knowledge that is an IPLC's work product is also a form of
conversion.63 To complicate an IPLC's potential TK rights, a scholarly debate
centers around whether an IPLC even has a claim because an IPLC must be
classified as a group of people instead of a person.' Unlike a company, an
IPLC is not incorporated as a single entity for legal purposes. Other theorists
support the validity of collective rights because groups "can be valuable in and
56 Id.
57 Id.
58 CHENNELLS, supra note 33, at 8.
9 Bavikatte et al., supra note 55 ("In June 2001 as a result of an outcry by the South African
NGO, BioWatch, CSIR entered into negotiations with the San.").
6 Rachel Wynberg, Sharing the Crumbs with the San, BIOWATCH SOUTH AFRICA, http://
www.biowatch.org.za/main.asp?include-docs/clippings/csir-san.htm (last visited July 5,2010).
6 Munzer & Simon, supra note 22, at 848.
62 Id.
63 See KAmiL IDRIs & HIsAmrrsu ARAL., WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG. [WIPO], THE
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY-CONSCIOUS NATION: MAPPING THE PATH FROM DEVELOPING TO
DEVELOPED 87-88 (2009), availableathttp://www.wipo.intlexport/sites/www/about-wipo/en/dgo/
wipopub_988/pdf/wipo_pub_988.pdf (discussing the problems of piracy and counterfeiting).
64 See ALEXANDRA XANTHAKI, INDIGENOUS RIGHTS AND UNITED NATIONS STANDARDS:
SELF-DETERMINATION, CULTURE AND LAND 30 (2007) (stating that according to the moral
standing perspective, some believe that "groups cannot be right-holders because they have no
morally significant interests").
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of themselves ... [or] to the individual." 5 This Note focuses on the latter
perspective.
ii. International Legislation and Jurisprudence: Beginning to Remedy
Injustice
Leaking information to the outside world effectively deflates the cultural
value and meaning of TK.66 As the law currently stands, by disclosing TK
information to a person outside the specified TK devisees of an IPLC, the
traditional knowledge becomes an unprotected resource of the public domain,
available to any individual. 67  Before adequate protections are established,
qualified experts must assess what TK still belongs to IPLCs versus what TK
has become part of the public domain.
Since indigenous people rely on land for livelihood, compromising the
preservation of their land and its traditional knowledge places their way of life
at risk.68 After fully assessing the situation, judicial protections must be
effectuated to prevent further injustice. The Awas Tingni decision represents
the kind of protection that needs to be more widely applied to protect IPLCs'
right to both their land and their TK. As a result of a suit filed on June 4, 1998
against the state of Nicaragua,6 9 the Awas Tingni decision first established a
potential precedent of protection for IPLCs under international law by
recognizing the "right to property and the right to judicial protection of the
members of the Awas Tingni Community., 70 In this case the Inter-American
Court of Human Rights ruled in favor of the Mayagna community of Awas
Tingni, holding that the Nicaraguan government had improperly initiated
logging activities within the Mayagna community's traditional territory without
65 Id.
' Study on Compliance, supra note 18, 13 ("Indigenous property systems commonly
emphasize the sacred, spiritual and relational values of resources rather than the utilitarian and
economic .... [F]ailure to maintain [the relationships that define these values] can lead to
personal, collective and cultural harm.").
67 Id. 14.
68 Peter Manus, Sovereignty, Self-Determination, and Environment-Based Cultures: The
Emerging Voice ofIndigenous Peoples in InternationalLaw, 23 WiS. INT'LL.J. 553,633 (2005).
69 Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua, Case 11.577, Inter-Am. C.H.R.
(2001), reprinted in 19 ARIZ. J. INT'L& COMP. L. 395, 396 (2002).
7" Id. at 433. The Mayagna Awas Tingni case also cited Articles 50 and 51 of the American
Convention on Human Rights, along with Article 32 and subsequent articles of the Rules of
Procedure to determine whether the State violated Articles 1 (Obligation to Respect Rights), 2
(Domestic Legal Effects), 21 (Right to Property), and 25 (Right to Judicial Protection) of the
Convention. Id. at 432.
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obtaining their consent.71 The court also ordered the State to adopt legislation
and any other measures necessary to "create an effective mechanism for
delimitation, demarcation, and titling of the property of indigenous
communities, in accordance with their customary law, values, customs and
mores... . 72 Finally, the court forced Nicaragua to pay $50,000 in reparation
damages in "works or services of collective interest for the benefit of the
Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community" plus an additional $30,000
directly to the community for litigation-related expenses.73 By recognizing the
territorial rights of an IPLC with such a definitive ruling, the Awas Tingni
decision created the potential for future favorable rulings for proponents of the
cultural rights of lPLCs and their TK.74
IPLCs also play an important role in the international Access and Benefit
Sharing (ABS) negotiations,75 where they are clearly recognized as key
stakeholders and treated on par with governments, NGOs, and businesses. 76 A
case that also recognized the rights of IPLCs in the negotiation process
involved the Lubicon Lake Band of Cree Indians in Ominayak v. Canada,7 7
where the United Nations Human Rights Committee extended protections to
the group's economic and social activities, because "the band's survival as a
distinct cultural community was bound up with the sustenance that it derived
from the land."
7 1
71 Id. at 440--41.
72 Id. at 441.
71 Id. at 441-42.
"4 Manus, supra note 68, at 630-31 ("The court found the state to have violated the rights
of the Mayagna Awas Tingni to the use and enjoyment of their property, in part by granting
concessions to third parties to exploit land and resources in areas likely to be demarcated as
Awas Tingni territory.").
" See infra pp. 793-94.
76 INT'L INST. FOR SUSTAINABLE DEV. [IISD], ABS-MANAGEMENT TOOL: BEST PRACTICE
STANDARD 18 (2007), available at http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2007/absmtstandard.pdf ("An
essential factor.., lies in providing sufficient and appropriate procedures for the participation
of indigenous and local communities (the local owners, managers or custodians of genetic
resources and associated traditional knowledge), who could be impacted (negatively or
positively) in the ABS negotiation.").
" U.N. Hum. Rts. Comm. [UNHRC], Chief Bernard Ominayak & Lubicon Lake Band v.
Canada, Commc'n No. 167/1984, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/38/D/167/1984 (May 10, 1990), available
at http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/472 Ic5b42.html.
78 See Anaya, supra note 8, at 29-32. The precedent set in favor of the IPLC in Kitok v.
Sweden (U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/33/D/I 97/1985) influenced the court's decision. Id. at 29. Many
cases, like Lansmann et al. v. Finland (U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/52/D/511/1992), do not result in
favorable outcomes for IPLCs. Id. at 30. The court in Lansmann did not rule in favor of the
IPLC, but it warned that "an increase in the stone quarrying activity in the area used by Saami
reindeer herders could give rise to a violation of article 27 in the future." Id.
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These outcomes and considerations suggest that "indigenous peoples are
gaining recognition of their legal personality as distinct societies with special
collective rights and a distinct role in national and international
decisionmaking."79
B. Self-Determination for Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities as a
Safeguard for Preserving Culture
1. Distinguishing "People "from "Peoples"
The central purpose of TK and IPLC protection resides in preserving rights
that IPLCs would not otherwise be afforded. A discrepancy exists because
"[m]embers of cultural groups do not have the same opportunities to live and
work in their own culture and make their own choices to the same degree as
members of majority cultures.""0 By affording IPLCs special protections, the
international community gives IPLCs a "similar degree of opportunity as
members of the majority culture ... and redress[es] the vulnerability of non-
dominant groups."'" TK and IPLC rights are a matter of equality and "being
free from historical and ongoing practices that have treated indigenous cultures
as inferior to the dominant cultures.
8 2
Historically, the classification IPLCs have given themselves has starkly
contrasted with the classification states and the international community have
given these same communities. 83 IPLCs assert themselves as "peoples," instead
of as a "people.""' This one-letter addition "symbolizes not just the basic
human rights to which all individuals are entitled, but also land, territorial, and
collective rights, subsumed under the right to self-determination." 85 In this
context, internal self-determination "encompasses a right of Indigenous Peoples
to autonomy in their internal affairs"8 6 which in turn allows IPLCs "to maintain
" Russel L. Barsh, Indigenous Peoples in the 1990s: From Object to Subject oflnternational
Law?, 7 HARv. HUM. RTs. J. 33, 34 (1994).
" XANTHAKI, supra note 64, at 16.
81 Id.
82 Anaya, supra note 8, at 16.
13 See Vita Gudeleviciute, Does the Principle of Self-Determination Prevail over the
Principle of Territorial Integrity?, 2 INT'L J. BALTIC L. 54 (2005) (explaining that states are
typically bound by the international principle of territorial integrity when interpreting the
principle of self-determination, which often works to the detriment of indigenous peoples).
" DARRELL A. POSEY, INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE AND ETmcs 196 (Kristina Plenderleith
ed., 2005).
85 Id.
6 Study on Compliance, supra note 18, at 3.
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[and] control their cultural heritage [and] traditional knowledge' " including
genetic resources.8 7 By distinguishing themselves from the "people" of a
nation, IPLCs draw attention to the fact that their rights are frequently
unrepresented or underrepresented within the government of the state where
they have lived for centuries.88 Since they do not govern themselves by the
domestic laws and traditions of their respective states,89 IPLCs assert
themselves as peoples that should be afforded certain rights, including adequate
TK protections.9"
This situation-detailing internal self-determination and the suppression of
IPLCs' rights within their states-also differs from external self-determination.
The narrowed definition of self-determination referred to here "stands for the
rejection of force and other aggressive actions or policies on the part of
dominant cultures (usually governments) that have as their goal the
assimilation, removal, annihilation, or even the developmental aid of
indigenous peoples."' Unlike the implications of external self-determination,
this perspective "neither includes nor rejects the idea of secession." 92 As
"peoples," an IPLC is more concretely recognized as a distinct society that
coexists within the society of its respective state.
93
Overall, the letter "s" represents the individual rights that IPLCs claim as
separate peoples within their state and within the broader international
community that may ultimately allow them to collectively own TK.94 This
assertion of collective rights primarily concerns IPLCs protecting their
ancestral lands and resources as opposed to simply a desire for ownership.95
Although IPLCs have long asserted these rights, the outside world only began
to recognize these rights three years ago. Prior to the adoption of the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) in 2007,
international law declined to recognize indigenous people as
87 Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples art. 31, G.A. Res. 61/295, Annex, U.N.
Doc. A/RES/61/295 (Sept. 13, 2007) [hereinafter UNDRIP].
88 See Gudeleviciute, supra note 83, at 61-64 (discussing the difficulties of indigenous
peoples because of their classification, including their inability to access rights like self-
determination and secession).
89 See supra note 29 and accompanying text.
9 Study on Compliance, supra note 18, 18.
9 Manus, supra note 68, at 570.
92 Id.
93 See Gudeleviciute, supra note 83, at 61 (discussing a "peoples[']" right to self-
determination and secession).
94 POSEY, supra note 84, at 196.
9' Traci L. McClellan, Note and Comment, The Role oflnternationalLaw in Protecting the
Traditional Knowledge and Plant Life of Indigenous Peoples, 19 WIS. INT'L L.J. 249, 254
(2001).
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"peoples"-meaning the international community only recently recognized an
indigenous right to self-determination.96 The UNDRIP mandates the
"minimum standards for the survival, dignity and well-being of the indigenous
peoples of the world," although it is not legally binding.97 Protecting IPLCs'
right to land use and ownership,98 ensuring the use of informed consent," and
the payment of just compensation prior to the removal of IPLCs from their
land 00 demonstrates a step in the right direction.
2. The Importance of Customary Law when Establishing IPLC and TK
Rights
IPLCs establish themselves as "peoples" through customary law, which also
finds itself at odds with the laws of non-IPLC communities worldwide.'O°
Customary laws are seen as "so vital and intrinsic a part of a social and
economic system that they are treated as if they are laws."' 2 To determine the
validity of any proposed customary law, it must be deemed "an established
system of immemorial rules ... coupled with precedents applying to special
cases' [sic] which over time become part of the immemorial rules."' 0 3 A
proposed customary law will not fare well if the rest of the world does not
recognize it.'04 But legitimacy, flexibility, and adaptability represent the key
attributes of customary law that will give the international community leeway
when attempting to incorporate IPLC values within international law.'05
Through the self-determination of IPLCs and a greater understanding of the
96 Study on Compliance, supra note 18, 36; see also Gudeleviciute, supra note 83, at 49
("[A]II history prior to the emergence of self-determination as a legal principle and later use of
this principle in resolutions of the United Nations . .
9' UNDRIP, supra note 87, art. 43.
8 Id. art. 26.
9 Id. art. 10.
1oo Id.
'0' R. Aida Hemndez Castillo, National and Indigenous Customary Law: The Struggle for
Justice of Indigenous Women in Chiapas, Mexico, in GENDER, JUSTICE, DEVELOPMENT AND
RIGHTS 396 (Maxine Molyneux & Shahra Razavi eds., 2003).
102 BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 443 (9th ed. 2009).
103 Brendan Tobin, The Role of Customary Law and Practice in the Protection ofTraditional
Knowledge Related to Biological Diversity, in TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE, TRADITIONAL
CULTURAL EXPRESSIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION 127,
146 (Christoph Antons ed., 2009).
104 Id.
'05 Tobin & Taylor, supra note 10, at 9.
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international community, a balance between these two opposing views may be
feasible. 1"6
Article 1.1 of the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR) establishes that "[a]ll peoples have the right of self-
determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political
status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development."' 07
When indigenous peoples are denied rights as "peoples," the plain meaning of
the ICESCR is violated. IPLCs are entitled to their collective rights and self-
determination as peoples who have "freely pursue[d] their economic, social and
cultural development" by weathering colonialism and maintaining their
traditions despite the westernization of the modern world.' Indigenous
communities "consider themselves distinct from other sectors of the societies
now prevailing in those territories, or parts of them. They ... are determined
to preserve, develop and transmit to future generations their ancestral
territories, and their ethnic identity, as the basis of their continued existence as
peoples .... ,,09 Self-determination and the protection of the land rights and
TK surrounding an IPLC's way of life remain vital to the proliferation of the
IPLC culture from one generation to the next. 0
As part of the recently recognized right to self-determination, the
international community is also beginning to acknowledge the rights of IPLCs
to their genetic resources and TK, as well as redress for TK improperly
acquired,"' as described in the Awas Tingni decision. Although this may be
an option for redress within a courtroom, the initial misappropriation of TK can
likely never be completely remedied, leaving the indigenous culture still
exposed to risk.
By recognizing IPLCs' rights to their TK, the international community will
help to preserve and protect a peoples, while also reaping the benefits of
106 Id. at 1.
107 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, G.A. Res. 2200A (XXI),
art. 1, U.N. GAOR, Supp. No. 16, U.N. Doc. A/6316 (Dec. 16, 1966) (entered into force Jan. 3,
1976).
108 Id; see Study on Compliance, supra note 18, 1 (discussing the "distinct societal
structures [indigenous peoples] had managed to preserve despite colonization").
109 U.N. Econ. & Soc. Council [ECOSOC], Sub-Comm'n on Prevention of Discrimination
& Prot. of Minorities, Study of the Problem of Discrimination Against Indigenous Populations,
379, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1986/7/Add.4 (1987) (prepared by Jose Martinez Cobo).
"10 Id.
.. Study on Compliance, supra note 18, 38 ("[I]ndigenous peoples, in exercising their right
to self-determination, have the right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their
internal and local affairs. Given the centrality of genetic resources and traditional knowledge
to indigenous cultures, indigenous peoples' autonomous functions must be deemed to embrace
such resources and knowledge.").
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biodiversity, thus contributing to global well-being. 12 TK can potentially
provide IPLCs with ownership and control of the surrounding territory.113 An
IPLC actively using TK as a resource of the land may successfully assert a
claim to the land itself."4 On the other hand, a resource left unused on an IPLC
territory should not invoke the same real property rights. An IPLC not actively
utilizing its TK resources may not assert a real property right to own and
control land based on usage,"5 but may still assert a right to the profits from the
use of the resource by others." 6 Thus, the debate surrounding IPLCs' rights to
TK can foster stronger land rights for IPLCs as a way to provide more adequate
protections for their traditional knowledge.
III. THE CURRENT FRAMEWORK
A. Current Classification of TK Under Intellectual Property Rights
IP laws do not provide adequate safeguards because of the complexity of
the issues at hand.' "[T]raditional knowledge generally belongs to a
community and therefore, lies in the public domain. Hence, it does not meet
the standard criteria of novelty, utility and non-obviousness, as applied to
inventions [under] the U.S. Patent law, and does not warrant intellectual
property protection." '' s Fundamentally, TK is typically classified as a
discovery and, therefore, is not patentable as IP."9  Furthermore, the
individualism of western IP law conflicts with "many indigenous world-views,
112 See Thomas Cottier & Marion Panizzon, Legal Perspectives on Traditional Knowledge.
The Case for Intellectual Property Protection, 7 J. INT'L ECON. L. 371, 372 (2004) (noting that
legal protections of TK "could help developing countries become full players in global
agricultural markets while equitably rewarding indigenous peoples for their contributions to
international well-being").
"3 See Study on Compliance, supra note 18, 144 (noting increased international recognition
of indigenous people's rights "over lands traditionally used").
114 Id.
115 Id.
116 Id. 22.
..7 IIED BRIEFING, supra note 35.
118 Ranjan Gupta et al., Nature's Medicines: Traditional Knowledge andlntellectualProperty
Management, 2 CURRENT DRUG DIsCOVERYTEHNOLOGiES 203,208 (2005), available athttp:/
www.ott.nih.gov/pdfs/Ferguson-CDDT-vol-2-No-4-pp-203-219.pdf.
119 See JOHN BARKER WArrE, PATENT LAW 17 (1920) ("[A] discovery is not patentable. A
discovery of a new principle, force, or law operating, or which can be made to operate, on
matter, will not entitle the discoverer to a patent .... The patent laws have never been
construed as rewarding diligence in merely finding out the various possessions with which the
Creator of all things has already blessed the world.").
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[where] any such property rights, if they are recognized at all, should be
extended to the entire community."'20 The stark contrast between an IPLC's
concern with "group survival" and IP's encouragement of "individual
economic gain" cannot be overcome. '  IP laws also require extensive
disclosure, offer limited durations for patent protections, and lack uniformity,
creating the valid concern that "intellectual property protected in one country
may not be recognized in another country.'22
IP rights "sit uneasily with traditional knowledge. Their commercial focus
wars with fundamental indigenous principles such as resource access and
sharing."'23 Essential components of TK are its "genetic resources, landscapes,
cultural values and customary law."'24 All of these elements must be protected
to preserve the livelihood of IPLCs and each community's "collective
biocultural heritage.' 125 As discussed below, public domain does not allow for
adequate benefits to be given to IPLCs as the original purveyors of TK.
12 6
"International law has tentatively accepted the importance of culture for the
individual and humanity," and this understanding must be properly reflected
in the rights afforded to IPLCs for their TK.'27
B. IP Rights as an Inadequate Attempt to Provide TK Protections
There is a need for another method of thinking to reflect the "holistic
worldview and the interconnected nature of TK systems.' 28  Certain
international agreements are already in place to reflect this need, but they have
yet to carry the clout to sustain an internationally sound initiative. Article 26
120 STEPHEN A. HANSEN & JUSTIN W. VANFLEET, TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: A HANDBOOK ON ISSUES AND OPTIONS FOR TRADITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE HOLDERS IN PROTECTING THEIR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND MAINTAINING
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY 4 (2003), available at http://shr.aaas.org/tek/handbook/handbook.pdf.
121 Id.
122 JOHN MUGABE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE: AN
EXPLORATION IN INTERNATIONAL POLICY DISCLOSURE 10(1998), available athttp://www.wipo.
int/tk/en/hr/paneldiscussion/papers/pdf/mugabe.pdf"
123 IED BRIEFING, supra note 35.
124 Id.
125 See id. (defining "collective biocultural heritage" as "knowledge, innovations and
practices of indigenous and local communities collectively held and inextricably linked to
traditional resources and territories, local economies, biodiversity in all its forms, cultural and
spiritual values, and customary laws shaped within the socio-ecological context of
communities").
126 XANTHAKI, supra note 64, at 217.
127 Id. at 15.
128 IIED BRIEFING, supra note 35.
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of the UNDRIP states that "[i]ndigenous peoples have the right to own, use,
develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by
reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use. ' 1 29 This
excerpt properly categorizes property as a fundamental human right.1
30
Additionally, this Article elaborates that "[s]tates shall give legal
recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources.''
Furthermore, Article 31 (1) specifies that "[i]ndigenous peoples have the right
to maintain, control, protect and develop their cultural heritage, traditional
knowledge and traditional cultural expressions... ,,132 Finally, Article 8(2)(b)
of the UNDRIP asserts that "[s]tates shall provide effective mechanisms for
prevention of, and redress for: ... [a]ny action which has the aim or effect of
dispossessing [indigenous peoples] of their lands, territories or resources."'133
The groundwork for the recognition of rights has been laid, and now it is a
matter of translating these words into feasible and effective action.
Before implementing potential solutions addressing the current problems
facing IPLCs and their TK, it is important to examine a case study to more
appropriately assess the inadequacies within the current regime and
classification system.
Chiapas, Mexico, is a place of "rich land and a poor people."' 134 In
July 1994, the Zapatista Rebellion in Mexico turned the classification of TK as
an IP-protected right into an issue of U.S. national security. 135 On January 1,
1994, the Zapatista people barricaded their province to keep the Mexican
government away and to protect their land and their TK: Mayan corn.'
36
Because of TK's classification as IP, the impoverished Zapatista farmers were
not granted any real property rights, and were subject to "land invasions" from
wealthier people. 37 Facing poverty and likely eventual death, the Zapatistas
129 UNDRIP, supra note 87, art. 26(2).
130 Anaya, supra note 8, at 37.
131 UNDR1P, supra note 87, art. 26(3).
132 Id. art. 3 1(1).
133 Id. art. 8(2)(b).
134 THOMAs BENJAMIN, A RICH LAND, A POOR PEOPLE: POLITICS AND SOCIETY IN MODERN
CHIAPAS 223-28 (1989).
13' Harry Cleaver, Nature, Neoliberalism and Sustainable Development: Between Charybdis
& Scylla? (Apr. 1997) (unpublished manuscript), available at http://www.eco.utexas.edu/Home
pages/Faculty/Cleaver/port.html.
'36 Aaron Bobrow-Strain, Between a Ranch and a Hard Place: Violence, Scarcity, and
Meaning in Chiapas, Mexico, in VIOLENT ENVIRONMENTS 155, 155-60 (Nancy Lee Peluso &
Michael Watts eds., 2001).
"I Id. at 156.
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resorted to extreme measures to protect their land and its associated TK1 38
Describing this classic example of the vital connection between land, TK, and
IPLCs, former Senator Timothy Wirth, then Under Secretary for Global Affairs
of the U.S. State Department, highlighted the intensity of the situation in a
speech given to the National Press Club when he referred to "resource
conflicts" as underlying the insurgency in Chiapas.1
39
The Zapatistas acted out of necessity. Their extreme impoverishment was
"characterized by absence: lack of electricity, of health care, of schools, and
sometimes of food" which was a stark contrast to the readily apparent affluence
of the small and exclusive Mexican upper class, which reaped the benefits of
a prosperous Mexican economy for over 150 years. 40 The Zapatistas represent
a larger reality of mass exploitation, malnutrition, violence, and cultural
genocide inflicted within impoverished communities that include indigenous
peoples. 141
Subcomandante Marcos, the leader of the revolutionary Zapatista Army of
National Liberation stated: "In a war, the decisive thing is not the military
confrontation but the politics at stake in the confrontation. We didn't go to war
to kill or be killed. We went to war in order to be heard."' 42 Forced to engage
in a fight for their cultural well-being and for the land being denied to them, the
Zapatistas became revolutionaries out of necessity.143 Although primarily
seeking to protect their people, they heightened international understanding that
"there can be no harmony in the indigenous cosmos without a reversal of their
separation from the land and a grounding of their own health in that of the soil,
the forests and the rivers."'" The Zapatistas' interest in preserving their
physical property and their TK for the sake of survival, juxtaposed with the
commercial interests of international companies in IP rights, presented a
compelling cause for the international community. A motive of desperation
proved more compelling than monetary gain. IPLCs are willing to fight
for-to die for-a baseline of adequate protection for their TK. After
138 Id. at 157-58.
' Cleaver, supra note 135; Timothy E. Wirth, Under Sec'y for Global Affairs, Statement
Before the National Press Club: Sustainable Development and National Security (July 12, 1994),
in 5 DEP'T ST. DISPATCH 30, at 489(5) (July 25, 1994).
"4 Oliver Froehling, Internauts and Guerrilleros: The Zapatista Rebellion in Chiapas,
Mexico and Its Extension into Cyberspace, in VIRTUAL GEOGRAPHIES: BODIES, SPACE, AND
RELATIONS 164, 164 (Mike Crang et al. eds., 1999).
141 Cleaver, supra note 135.
"42 Alain Gresh, The Dream of a Better World is Back, MIDDLE EAST ONLINE, May 8, 2009,
http://www.middle-east-online.com/english/?id=31942.
143 Cleaver, supra note 135.
144 Id.
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considering this passion for equality and the demonstrated inextricable link
between an IPLC's TK and their land, it is evident that real property is a more
appropriate framework of classification than IP.
IV. A PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
IPLCs and their TK remain largely threatened, exposed, and too often
exploited for the benefit of commercial interests. Implementing a new
framework of property rights can work towards giving IPLCs the rights they
deserve. Otherwise, unsecured land rights, coupled with other factors, threaten
the very existence of IPLCs, as indicated, inter alia, by the 50% to 90% decline
in the world's languages expected by the year 2100.141
A. Classifying TK as Real Property
Asserting TK as real property would allow IPLCs to own rights to both TK
and the actual land that they have cultivated for centuries. Instead of ripping
IPLCs from the customs they have enjoyed for centuries, a "reordering of
social priorities and liberation from all mandates of development" needs to take
place for better protection of TK and the indigenous way of life."4
Evidence suggests a current movement toward "emerging customary
international law which protects a broad indigenous peoples' right to land. 147
At first glance, the rigid structures of international law may seem wholly
dissimilar to the holistic approach of TK; but upon further analysis, the
protection of TK closely parallels, and even intersects with the protection of
real property rights as defined by state and international law. Within the
discourse of TK protection, IPLCs maintain the position that "TK cannot be
divorced from its cultural, spiritual, biological, environmental, territorial, legal
and epistemological foundations.' ', 41 Similarly, within the discourse of real
property rights protection, property rights cannot be divorced from their
foundations. In other words, the right of an individual to control, benefit,
transfer, sell, or exclude others from property cannot be split or separated. 4 9
An individual possesses all of these rights or none of them. As with property
145 CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL VALUES OF BIODIVERSITY 3 (Darrell A. Posey ed., 1999).
146 Cleaver, supra note 135.
141 Claire Charters, Developments in Indigenous Peoples'Rights Under International Law
and Their Domestic Implications, 21 N.Z. U. L. REv. 511, 531 (2005).
14' Tobin, supra note 48, at 101.
14 See generally J.E. Penner, The "Bundle ofRights " Picture of Property, 43 UCLA L. REV.
711 (1996).
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rights, one right or protection is not enough. A "bundle" of rights is necessary
to protect both land and TK from the multitude of threats they may face. 5° But
unlike property, TK necessarily involves collective rights of an IPLC, rather
than individual rights of a singular owner.
TK's bundle of rights should logically include the "rights to land, traditional
territories, sacred sites, biological and other resources," religious practices, and
customary laws. '' Giving IPLCs land rights to their TK as a part of customary
international law would "recognise that interests in land can be collectively
owned, that their 'title' and method of ownership of land can reflect a deep
cultural attachment to land, and that indigenous peoples' philosophies, as
reflected in law, are deserving of the same recognition as any other."'5
Together, the culturally cognizant basis of these rights can create fundamental
protections that properly compensates for the nuanced intricacies of a collective
people. The indispensible relationship of IPLCs, TK, and their land may
finally find formal recognition. The core of these protections lies in
recognizing "the collective relationships that indigenous peoples often enjoy
with the land and the unique cultures growing out of those relationships."'
' 53
The traditional land ownership model no longer properly represents all parties
entitled to real property rights, so the foundations of real property ownership
should be modified accordingly."5 4
The IP component of TK should also be woven into IPLCs' real property
rights to avoid being unfairly taken advantage of by state concepts such as
eminent domain. A special class of protections should be afforded to TK to
ensure that a government cannot unilaterally extinguish IPLCs' real property
rights, especially when a small monetary award is the only compensation
provided to affected parties.' After all, IPLCs are not mere purchasers of a
piece of land; they are the residents and cultivators of that land-and in many
cases, they have been for centuries.'56
Similar to the situation involving the San People, one potential problem
with initially asserting land rights in order to protect the TK of IPLCs is that
"[v]ery little of the land in these regions is under private ownership
o See supra pp. 783-89.
5 Tobin, supra note 48, at 101.
i52 Charters, supra note 147, at 536-37.
153 Carpenter et al., supra note 51, at 1125.
154 Id.
' See Anaya, supra note 8, at 38 ("[U]nder U.S. law... the government may unilaterally
'extinguish' those ights.. in the best of cases, by a simple money transfer.").
56 CHENNFLIs, supra note 33, at 2.
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(dominium)."' 57 Because having communal land is typically a way of life for
IPLCs, for the purposes of protecting an IPLC's interest in its TK, the land at
issue could be designated to the IPLC as a whole, instead of to a particular
individual. By making this designation and respecting an IPLC's right to self-
determination as discussed earlier, the rights to TK would be preserved without
compromising the IPLC's way of life.
Both communal and private ownership may be tactfully balanced to
accommodate the needs of IPLCs with a communal way of life, providing these
communities with the best of both worlds. Like communal ownership, "the
[international] community denies to the state or to individual citizens the right
to interfere with any person's exercise of communally-owned rights," but like
private ownership, "the community recognizes the right of the owner [meaning
the IPLC] to exclude others from exercising the owner's private rights."'58
This fusion of perspectives best suits the complexity and the needs of IPLCs
and their TK.
As with Native Americans, "rights were given to the individual, because of
her membership of the indigenous group and would not be given to her
otherwise."' 59 All residents who live or work on the land at issue may be
considered members of the IPLC. Individual rights are strictly based in these
instances on the individual's membership to an IPLC. Since the membership
to the IPLC remains integral to ownership of the land, the two should never be
separated. An individual should have a claim to land and TK only through his
or her membership to the IPLC. Thus, the individual should not be permitted
to transfer her land or TK to another individual who is not a member of the
IPLC unless the rest of the IPLC in that geographical area consents to the
outsider's use of their land and TK. Therefore, the shared ideals of IPLCs may
be preserved, while protecting IPLCs and their TK from possible exploitation
within the international community.
B. Methods of Creating Real Property Rights for TK
By recognizing the inadequacies of the present system and introducing a
new framework for the protection of TK, IPLCs may be leading the way for
"indigenous peoples [to] enjoy a more meaningful presence in international
law." 60 Although ideal methods to create real property rights for IPLCs and
"5 Munzer & Simon, supra note 22, at 861.
158 Harold Demsetz, Toward a Theory of Property Rights, 57 AM. ECON. REv. 347, 354
(1967).
'5 XANTHAKI, supra note 64, at 31.
"6 Manus, supra note 68, at 556.
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their TK do not currently exist, alternative frameworks can be analyzed to
assess their potential as a possible route for the adoption of adequate
protections.
1. Multilateral Environmental Agreements
Multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs), which will be discussed in
more depth below, constitute one possible framework under which IPLCs and
their TK can find proper protections. By focusing on the inextricable link
between TK and its land, MEAs can provide a forum for more secure
protections based within the realm of real property rights as opposed to IP
rights.
Only recently have any protections, including MEAs, been provided to
IPLCs and their TK. Prior to 1992, TK and other genetic resources belonged
to the public domain, offering unrestricted access to these resources for all
people. 6' Instead of being classified as cultural heritage unique to an IPLC,
TK and genetic resources "were considered common heritage to all
mankind."' 62 The passage of time has brought to light the failures of this
scheme.'63 Now that the international community has begun to accept the
rights of IPLCs to their TK and a need for MEAs to regulate and govern these
rights has surfaced.
Currently, regulating MEAs focuses on the commercial uses of TK in the
context of trade. MEAs need to expand this narrow scope to properly meet the
needs of TK and protect IPLCs in an international forum. Because TK is
subject to various threats and because trade regulations prevent only the threat
of piracy through trade, trade regulations do not adequately protect TK. "6 To
provide further protection, the international community must broaden its
161 Khan, supra note 34, at 83.
162 Id.
163 Id. ("[T]here was a rapid increase in the commercial use of the knowledge and biological
resources of technologically poor but biodiversity rich developing countries by technologically
sound but biodiversity poor developed nations. The developing countries, on realizing this
situation, felt the need to devise a fair and equitable benefit sharing mechanism, which can be
instrumental to capitalize on their bio-resources and related TK.").
14 Constance Z. Wagner, Gender Dimensions of Biotechnology Piracy and Trade, in
GENETIC ENGINEERING AND THE WORLD TRADE SYSTEM: WORLD TRADE FORUM 56, 65 (Daniel
Wtlger & Thomas Cottier eds., 2008) ("Current systems of intellectual property protection do
not adequately protect traditional knowledge systems from exploitation. Existing patent and
copyright laws and the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS Agreement) do not fit the case of traditional knowledge, which differs
considerably from the types of property protected by such laws and the TRIPS Agreement.").
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perspective to include the preservation of a peoples' way of life. Respect and
recognition for customary law and IPLCs' rights to self-determination must be
recognized within the realm of the international community.'65 As an
international community, we must move past the "otherization" of IPLCs
throughout history, and instead, create an environment where IPLCs may
sustain their way of life and thrive. Providing compensation symbolizes
acceptance of IPLCs as legitimate members of society who cannot be taken
advantage of at the whim of outsiders. Many organizations currently recognize
IPLCs, TK, and their important role in global security,' and the number of
countries accepting principles that incorporate self-determination for IPLCs is
also on the rise.'67
The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in particular represents a
pivotal starting point in the movement towards legally protecting TK.6 8 Thus,
analyzing the positive and negative outcomes of the CBD is relevant to
determining what needs to be done when moving forward.
Created in 1945 and entered into force as an international treaty in 1993, the
CBD "guarantees individual states sovereign rights over their biodiversity
resources and the pattern of their utilisation."'69 With more than 190 parties,
the CBD works to conserve and sustain biological diversity, along with the fair
and equitable sharing of its genetic resources. "° Access and Benefit Sharing(ABS) agreements were created to facilitate this goal of the CBD.171
165 See Tobin, supra note 48, at 111 ("[The Convention for Biological Diversity and the
World Intellectual Property Organization] have both stressed the importance of customary law
for TK protection. National practice is also showing a tendency to include a role for customary
law in national TK law.").
16 See Tobin & Taylor, supra note 10, at 2 (specifically listing the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD), Convention to Combat Desertification (CCD), Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD), United National, Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII), World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), World Trade Organization (WTO), World Health
Organization (WHO), and the World Bank).
167 Benedict Kingsbury, Reconciling Five Competing Conceptual Structures of Indigenous
Peoples' Claims in International and Comparative Law, in PEOPLES' RIGHTS 69, 97 (Philip
Alston ed., 2001) ("The number of state governments accepting principles for relationships with
indigenous peoples that incorporate elements of self-determination has gradually increased.").
168 See Tobin & Taylor, supra note 10, at 20 (noting that the CBD has led the way in
championing indigenous rights through things like funding of studies and creation of working
groups).
169 Ol ET AL., supra note 2, at 11.
170 Id.
... Burton Ong, Biotechnological Innovations, Genetic Resources, and Traditional
Knowledge: Current Developments at the World Intellectual Property Organization, in
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Specifically, to secure a just ABS agreement protection process, the
international community, through legal instruments such as the CBD, has
recognized certain requirements to protect IPLCs from non-local organizations
looking to utilize the TK within an IPLC. 172 The discrepancy of modern
companies, who are sophisticated contracting parties working with IPLCs,
needs to be countered with adequate protections.
Although both the CBD and FAO International Treaty on Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture (FAO International Treaty) attempt to
provide protection for IPLCs and their TK, they are both substantially
inadequate. The treaties protect the state, not the IPLC. Both treaties should
be amended to give the rights to TK to the IPLC, not the state. It is illogical to
give control to the entity that is most likely to suppress and take advantage of
the minority population. Implementing this amendment to address this critique
of the CBD and FAO International Treaty would produce two MEAs that more
consistently protect IPLC rights. This would effectively remedy the disconnect
that currently exists between the basic human rights promised by UNDRIP and
the lack of protections actually afforded by the CBD and FAO International
Treaty.
In addition to giving IPLCs safeguards, ABS agreements also benefit the
outsiders hoping to work with IPLCs. Outsiders, including corporations and
NGOs, can gather from ABS agreements "the information required for
approaching a community, including specifics such as who governs the use of
TK, what will constitute PIC [prior informed consent], possible formulations
of MATs [mutually agreed terms], and types of benefits a community may be
looking for, providing a higher degree of legal certainty" for the agreement
itself.'73 Additionally, ABS agreements determine who shares the rights to TK
between communities, provide advocacy tools for partnerships with NGOs and
other organizations, and assess cultural, social, and environmental impact
requirements. "74
The most effective means of promoting TK protection through the MEA
framework is to win over organizations and, ultimately, international support.
BIODIVERSITYCONSERVATION, LAW+ LIvELIHOODS: BRIDGING THENORTH-SOUTH DIvIDE 553,
556 (Michael I. Jeffery et al. eds., 2008) ("In 2000, the CBD Conference of Parties set up an Ad
Hoc Working Group on Access to Genetic Resources and Benefit Sharing (ABS) to develop
guidelines for parties to implement national legislation that gives effect to these objectives of
the Convention.").
172 See id. at 564 ("It has been pointed out that using access and benefit-sharing agreements
to protect the interests of providers of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge
holders is essentially a "privatist" approach to giving effect to the objectives of the CBD.").
17' Bavikatte et al., supra note 55.
174 id.
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First, NGOs and academic institutions must be convinced of the viability of the
solution, followed by commercial organizations, national law, and finally,
international law.'75
2. UNESCO World Heritage Sites
UNESCO may be a starting point for adequate protections. Created on
November 16, 1945:176
UNESCO works to create the conditions for dialogue among
civilizations, cultures and peoples, based upon respect for
commonly shared values. It is through this dialogue that the
world can achieve global visions of sustainable development
encompassing observance of human rights, mutual respect and the
alleviation of poverty, all of which are at the heart of UNESCO's
mission and activities. 7
7
Although UNESCO has a broad range of objectives, including reducing
poverty and increasing literacy, TK-protective real property rights could be
firmly established under the cultural protection division of the organization.1
7 1
"UNESCO is in the vanguard of international efforts to safeguard tangible and
intangible heritage.' 79
Internationally, UNESCO has acquired recognition and respect, gaining
leverage as an entity capable of preserving important physical territories
worldwide. 80 Consequently, IPLCs that inhabit such areas should benefit from
these protections. "In 1995, UNESCO declared the rice terraces of the Ifugao
people in the Phillippines a World Heritage Site."' 8 ' A few examples of
,' Tobin & Taylor, supra note 10, at 6.
176 UNESCO, About Us: The Organization's History, http://www.unesco.org/new/en/unesco/
about-us/who-we-are/history (last visited July 5, 2010).
177 UNESCO, About Us: Introducing UNESCO, http://www.unesco.org/new/en/unesco/
about-us/who-we-are/introducing-unesco/ (last visited July 5, 2010).
' See id. ("UNESCO's mission is to contribute to the building of peace, the eradication of
poverty, sustainable development and intercultural dialogue through education, the sciences,
culture, communication and information.").
"9 UNESCO, UNESCO: WHAT IS IT? WHAT DOES IT DO? 16 (2009), available at http://unes
doc.unesco.org/images/0014/001473/147330e.pdf.
"0 UNESCO, World Heritage Centre, Success Stories, http://whc.unesco.org/en/107 (last
visited July 5, 2010) [hereinafter Success Stories].
"' Zoraida Portillo, Farming of Giant Maize Made 'Cultural Heritage 'in Peru, ScI. & DEV.
NET., Jan. 27, 2010, http://www.scidev.net/en/news/farming-of-giant-maize-made-cultural-
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protected UNESCO sites are the Giza Pyramids in Egypt, Royal Chitwan
National Park in Nepal, the archaeological site of Delphi in Greece, the Whale
Sanctuary of El Vizcaino in Mexico, and Mount Kenya National Park and
Natural Forest in Kenya." 2 The global impact of UNESCO is already making
its mark as an "[a]ffirmation of the world's diverse cultures. 1 13
Additionally, the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World
Cultural and Natural Heritage, which was adopted in 1972 and eventually led
to the World Heritage List, currently lists 890 outstanding cultural and natural
sites.' The Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage was adopted in 2003 to address protecting cultural expressions
transmitted within communities." 5 By hinging protections to TK's status as
cultural property through initiatives like UNESCO and the World Heritage
List, the leverage of the international community may be used to implement
MEAs and compel compliance.
3. Registries and Databases
Another preservation effort involves creating international TK registries and
databases documenting their respective IPLCs as a way to guarantee and record
their rights." 6 The advantage of a declaratory registration lies in the fact that
"it could strengthen the claims of traditional communities against infringement
prior to the vesting of a formal legal title."'8 7 The effectiveness of registries
and databases largely depends on their constructive connections with the IPLCs
they intend to represent, the user-friendly interface of the website and
accessibility of its content, and the actual recognition of the registries and
databases by third-parties.' By meeting these criteria, registries and databases
create a "defensive protection" for IPLCs and their TK. 9 Ultimately, the
heritage-in-peru.html.
' Success Stories, supra note 180.
183 Anaya, supra note 8, at 20.
'4 UNESCO, World Heritage Centre, World Heritage List, http://whc.unesco.org/en/list (last
visited July 5,2010); Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural
Heritage, Nov. 23, 1972, 1037 U.N.T.S. 151.
'85 Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage arts. 1, 2(1), U.N.
Doc. MISC/2003/CLT/CH/14 (Oct. 17, 2003).
196 UNU-IAS THE ROLE OF REGISTERS AND DATABASES IN THE PROTECTION OF TRADITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE 6 (2003), available at http://www.ias.unu.edu/binaries/UNUIAS_TKRegistersRep
ort.pdf [hereinafter REGISTRIES AND DATABASES].
Cottier & Panizzon, supra note 112, at 394-95.
188 REGISTRIES AND DATABASES, supra note 186, at 8.
189 Id. at 29. Contra id. at 6 ("Despite the potential for defensive protection provided by
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concern over TK becoming a part of public domain can be quashed while
strengthening the legal claim an IPLC has to its TK against outsiders.
By analyzing these approaches holistically, one can see that they merely
represent the beginning of the process. MEAs, UNESCO World Heritage
Sites, and registries provide methods for promoting acceptance of TK-
protective real property rights, but the international community as a whole must
follow, or be compelled to follow, the provisions set forth to make the methods
themselves effective.
V. CONCLUSION
"For people who hold traditional knowledge, preventing its loss is as
important as preventing its misappropriation. But that depends on the
continuation of traditional lifestyles and institutions, and access to the ancestral
lands and sacred sites that contain traditional resources and have spiritual and
cultural meaning."' 9
IPLCs can better protect their TK through real property rights, rather than
through IP rights. A multitude of factors effect and threaten inadequately
protected TK, leaving IPLCs, biodiversity, and ultimately humanity vulnerable
to annihilation. The implementation of a new framework that better serves
IPLCs and their TK is imperative, and asserting real property rights that are
enforceable through the constructs of international and state laws should be
promoted as a sensible and viable alternative.
Protecting TK without simultaneously protecting the land associated with
it does not accomplish or protect anything. The livelihood of an IPLC remains
integral to the sustainability of the TK that IPLC created. Fused together, they
are inseparable entities that should be legally recognized and protected
accordingly.
compilation of TK into open access databases, there have been criticisms that such database[si
will provide increased access to TK for the private sector, without in any way increasing
indigenous peoples rights over their knowledge.").
"9 lIED BRIEFING, supra note 35.
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